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Measurement of the longitudinal asymmetry of a charged particle bunch from the coherent
synchrotron or transition radiation spectrum
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The shapes of submillimeter long electron bunches at the Cornell linear accelerator have been determined by

measuring the coherent far-ir synchrotron and transition radiation spectrum produced by the charge distribu-

tion. %ith the aid of a Kramers-Kronig analysis of the spectral data, we show that the longitudinal bunch shape

including the asymmetry can be accurately determined.

PACS number(s): 41.85.Qg, 41.60.—m, 41.75.Ht

In the past few years information on the bunch form fac-
tor, which is the modulus squared of the Fourier transform of
the longitudinal charge distribution, has been obtained for
short electron bunches from spectroscopic measurements of
the coherent far-infrared spectrum [1—10]. It is assumed in

the standard analysis method that the bunch is symmetric and
hence the results cannot provide information about the lon-
gitudinal bunch asymmetry. In this paper we report on mea-
surements of both synchrotron and transition far-ir radiation
spectra produced by submillimeter electron bunches gener-
ated with the Cornell linear accelerator (linac) and then dem-
onstrate that the complete longitudinal bunch shape includ-

ing its asymmetry can be determined with the help of a

previously proposed Kramers-Kronig procedure [11].For ex-
perimental conditions similar to those used for injection into
the Cornell synchrotron, both kinds of coherent spectra give
the same largely asymmetric bunch shape.

Our experiments on the bunch length shape were per-
formed at the 2856 MHz S-band linac that serves as an in-

jector for the Cornell storage ring. It consists of a pulsed
thermoionic triode gun, a two-stage subharmonic prebun-
cher, and a total of eight accelerator structures, capable of
producing up to 10" electrons in a single microbunch with
an energy of 300 MeV. Coherent synchrotron radiation was
generated by the passage of the electrons through the field of
a 0.44 T bending magnet. From the geometry of the vacuum
chamber of the magnet we estimate that the synchrotron
spectrum is unaffected by waveguide effects for frequencies
higher than 2 cm . For the generation of transition radia-
tion the bending magnet is turned off, and coherent radiation
is produced by the passage of the electron bunch through the
gold coated mirror. The radiation passes through a crystalline
quartz windo~ out of the vacuum chamber and is then col-
lected by an off-axis parabolic mirror, and finally reflected
off two additional flat mirrors into the spectrometer.

To analyze the spectrum of either types of radiation we
use a polarizing grid Michelson spectrometer that can be
remote controlled and is of rugged construction to allow for
extended periods of experiment without further alignment.
This type of spectrometer combined with Golay cell detec-
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tors has the advantage of a fairly flat spectral response in the
mm wavelength range. To correct for intensity fluctuations
during the measurements, the spectrometer is equipped with
an identical reference detector. The low frequency limit of
the spectrometer, determined by diffraction losses and the
finite aperture of the detectors, is about 2 cm '; the high
frequency limit, determined by the grating constant of the
polarizing wire beam splitters used in the instrument, is
about 50 cm

A measured spectrum of coherent synchrotron radiation is
shown in Fig. 1(a). This spectrum has been obtained with
single bunch operation at a repetition rate of 15 Hz, and
2&&10 electrons per bunch. The linac parameters (pre-
buncher phase and amplitude) are similar to the standard
settings used for injection into the Cornell synchrotron. Un-
der these conditions, the electrons are present in a single
bunch, as confirmed experimentally by the lack of a cross
correlation signal from electrons in adjacent rf cycles of the
linac. The spectrum in Fig. 1(a) shows strong interference
patterns, an indication of a structured bunch. The intensity
grows rapidly with decreasing frequency, as expected for co-
herent radiation, and finally is suppressed below 2 cm ' due
to the limited aperture and detector response. Figure 2(a)
shows the measured coherent transition radiation spectrum
under similar linac beam conditions.

To analyze these two sets of data in detail, the F. field for
the coherent part of the emission spectrum is written as [12]

Etot'( to) = E,rt(to) =S(to)E(co)
v'N(N-1)

so that the effective E field at the detector is linearly related

by S(to) to the F. field produced by an individual electron.
This spectral function can be expressed as

InS(co) = Inp(to) +i t/1(ca),

where p(to) is the modulus and 1/t(co) is the phase factor. It
can be shown that S(co) can be analytically continued into
the complex frequency plane and that the real and imaginary
parts in Eq. (2) are related by the Kramers-Kronig relations

[11,13]. If the form factor F(co)=S(to)S*(co)=p (ro) is
measured at all frequencies, then the frequency dependent
phase factor 1/t(to) can be obtained through the following
integration:
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FIG. 1. Measured coherent synchrotron rad' '
pdiation s ectrum and

calculated longitudinal bunch shape. The expex erimental beam condi-
'1 r to those used for injection into the Cornell syn-tions are simi ar to ose u

the low frequency asymptote is attached
1 6 cm ' with F(Q) normalized to 1. (c) The calculated longitudi-0

nal bunch shape versus distance.

2ru r" ln[p(x) lp(ru) ]
rP(ru) = — P dx

m )0 X —
CO

FIG. 2. Measured coherent transition rad'a '
pdiation s ectrum and cal-

h ha e. The experimental linac beam con-culated longitudinal bunc s ape.
'1 r to those used for injection into the Come syn-ditions are simi ar o

& & The intensity spectrum in arbitrary units as a nc
'

chrotron. a e in

totes betweenof frequency. wo i~bj T different zero frequency asymptotes
the lowOand1. 8cm so i an o-1'd d d t-dashed lines) are attached to the

h sha ein &a, . ,c) The calculated longitudinal bunch s ape

for both cases show that the relative height of F( ) p ay
small role in fixing the exact bunch shape.

S(ru) = dzS(z)e'( ~')'
dp

With P(ru) known the determination of the frequency depen-

dence of the complex form factor is complelete. The desired
normalized bunch distribution function is [11]

S(z)
CO

L

C

S'(z)
) 2

I i-
ci

+ (5)

S(z)=
t oo

drup(co)cos (P(cu)—
COZ

Since the experimentally measured spectruectrum cannot cover
the entire frequency interval, asymptotic foforms for F co are

&~co~~is an even function of co, the Taylor expansion of bothpa~~~vis an
arabolic func-d I'~~~~t 1 w frequencies must be parab

Fy j —1—ceo with positive c. To find t etions, hence geo j — —c
co~0

high frequency asymptote we make usee use of the finite size of
the electron unc .b h Let its two end points be at z=, o;
then S(0)=S(o,)=0. Integrating the spectral function y
Parts over the nonzero range gives

S th first term vanishes because of the boundary condi-ince e r
tions, the leading term is proportiona to co

, F( )
'

s as ru . Once the phase factor t(r(cu)
4d the bunch shape can be calculated from Eq.is obtained, t e unc s

e inte ration rangewith a triangular apodization function. e in egra
0 u to co =25 cm, i.e., the range of measured

spectra. The resolution of the bunch shape is er

To extract the bunch form factor from the spectrum in Fig.
la we rs cofi t correct the spectral distribution for t e co fre-
quency depen ence o ed f the single-electron emittance. Insp

f the resulting intensity versus the frequency ata intion o e
Fig. 1(b) indicates that the high frequency asy p

d b E . (5) can be readily matched to the data. Some-
what more care is required in ana yzing
en o eac spd f h ectrum since the intensity at the detector goes

ectrum withto zero while F(0) must equal one. For the spectrum w
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FIG. 3. Illustration of the influence of the low frequency asymp-
totic expansion o e ormf the form factor on the calculated bunch shape.
The data are the same as given in Fig. 1. (a) The dot-dashed curve

is attached at . cm anh d 2.8 ' and the actual data below that frequency are

i nored in one representation of F(cu) The sol.id curve shows t eignore in o
low frequency asymptote attached at 2.1 cm
in bunch shapes are shown. Note that for the dot-dashed curve the

char e density is negative at about 3 mm, p y
'

ing unc s
a non h sical result. This

feature is reduced as the attachment point is shifted to lower fre-

quencies (solid curve). The shape of the first 2 mm of the bunc is

only weakly effected by this shift.

the low frequency asymptotic attachment show
'

g.n in Fi . 1(b),
the longitudinal bunch shape shown in Fig. ~c~ is
The main contribution is localized in the first 1 mm with a
satellite feature appearing at 4 mm.

But how much of the resulting bunch shape is a function
of the low frequency attachment? As long as the asymptotic

of the inter-attachrnent occurs at low frequencies, because o
b E . t4&, the uncer-vening Fourier transform represented y q. t &,

tainties intro uce yd d b the low frequency details can only
influence the corresponding bunch shape at large distances.
The low frequency (and, hence, large distance) uncertainty
comes from both the relative height of F(0) with regard to

of the as m toticthe measured spectrum and the frequency o e asy p
attachment oh f two parameters. The normalization actor of
the intensity spectrum can, in principle, be determine rom
the number of electrons in the bunch and the absolute inten-

sity; however, a measu; h measurement of the absolute intensity as
not et been attemp e .not b t pt d. As we now show, neither the attac-
ment frequency nor the relative size of
effect on the bunch shape at small distances, the quantity of
interest here.

of the low fre-To be more specific about the influence of the ow e-
'b ' f F~~co~~we examine the resultingquency contribution o ~su~~,

bunch sha e for the same data but where the asymptote is
attached at the lowest frequency peak and also at an interme-
diate frequency value compared to that given in Fig. 1 b .
The composite spectra and the resulting bunch shapes are

h n b the dot-dashed and solid lines in Figs. 3(a) ands own y e
3(b) res ectively. Note that at large distances, — m

actually becomes significantly negative fo
resp

for the dot-dashed
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FIG. 4. Measured coherent synchrotron radiation spectrum with

onepre unc ero anb h ff d corresponding calculated longitudinal bunch

shape. ~aj e in ensi y. j j Th
'

t 't spectrum is shown as a function o re-

ueuc . (b) The asymptotic form factor is attached to the data at

cm '. (c) The calculated longitudinal bunch shape is uow much

wider than in Figs. 1(c) or 2(c).

curve, a nonp ysica reh
'

l esult. The second composite spectrum
21 1with the low frequency asymptote attached at 2.1 cm pro-

d a reduced negative contribution to S(z) at this dis-

tance. The attachment at 1.6 crn presented in ig.
appears slightly better in terms of reducing the negative con-
tributions to the bunch shape.

S' th single-particle emittance spectrum
'

m is flat for
to thetransition radiation, no frequency dependent correction o e

data in Fig. 2(a) is required to make contact with the unc
form factor. In Fig. 2(b) the results for two different relative
sizes of F(0) with respect to the intensity versus frequency
profile (solid and dot-dashed lines) are shown. Both asymp-
totes are attached at 1.8 cm ' and the resulting bunch shapes
are nearly t e same.h Of the two parameters, the relative size
of F(0) and the attachment frequency, the frequency as t e

largest in uence on e ufl th bunch shape. Of course, to deterrnirie

the exact bunch shape at large distances would require a
recise measurement at still lower frequencies. The

important point here is that the main asymmetric peak in

l~cj or y e( ) b the transition radiation spectrum in Fig. c oc-
all distances (-1 mm) and is essential y ucurs at sma is an

nsion that is used.fected b the particular asymptotic expansion a is
Ver similar shapes S(z) are found by

'
g

ecte y e
usin both kinds of

radiation for experimental conditions sirni ar
'

ar to those used

for injection into the Cornell synchrotron.
Finally, to i usrae11 t t the influence of the prebunchers on

r was turnedthe bunch length, one section of the prebuncher was turne
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off and a set of synchrotron spectra recorded. Figure 4 shows
the resulting far-ir spectrum and corresponding calculated
bunch shape. The results show the expected behavior, that a
longer asymmetric bunch results from less effective pre-
bunching.

In conclusion, the Kramers-Kronig transform technique
applied to the coherent far-ir spectrum produced by submil-
limeter charged particle bunches provides an alternative
method for the measurement of the complete longitudinal
shape. The only uncertainty in the shapes found here occurs
at large distance because the lowest frequency radiation is

beyond the range of the detector system, an experimental
problem. For shorter bunches like those recently reported

[9], this complication will vanish since, in this case, the low

frequency form factor asymptote can be attached at a much

higher frequency where the experimental uncertainties are

greatly reduced.
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